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Neonatal hypoxia ischemia redistributes L1 cell adhesion
molecule into rat cerebellar lipid rafts
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BACKGROUND: Hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) is a devastating disease with lifelong disabilities. Hypothermia is currently
the only treatment. At term, the neonatal cerebellum may be particularly vulnerable to the effects of HIE. At this time, many
developmental processes depend on lipid raft function. These microdomains of the plasma membrane are critical for cellular
signaling and axon extension. We hypothesized that HIE alters the protein content of lipid rafts in the cerebellum.
METHODS: Postnatal day (PN) 10 animals, considered human term equivalent, underwent hypoxic–ischemic (HI) injury by a right
carotid artery ligation followed by hypoxia. For some animals, LPS was administered on PN7, and hypothermia (HT) was conducted
for 4 h post-hypoxia. Lipid rafts were isolated from the right and left cerebella. The percent of total L1 cell adhesion molecule in
lipid rafts was determined 4 and 72 h after hypoxia.
RESULTS: No sex differences were found. HI alone caused significant increases in the percent of L1 in lipid rafts which persisted
until 72 h in the right but not the left cerebellum. A small but significant effect of LPS was detected in the left cerebellum 72 h after
HI. Hypothermia had no effect.
CONCLUSIONS: Lipid rafts may be a new target for interventions of HIE.

Pediatric Research (2022) 92:1325–1331; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41390-022-01974-4

IMPACT:

● This article investigates the effect of neonatal exposure to hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) on the distribution of
membrane proteins in the cerebellum.

● This article explores the effectiveness of hypothermia as a prevention for the harmful effects of HIE on membrane protein
distribution.

● This article shows an area of potential detriment secondary to HIE that persists with current treatments, and explores ideas for
new treatments.

INTRODUCTION
Hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy (HIE), characterized by death or
impaired neurodevelopment secondary to insufficient oxygen or
blood flow to the brain, affects 1–3 out of every 1000 infants.1,2

Clinical outcomes are variable, as the timing of the ischemic event
and concomitant morbidities can change the course of the injury
and effectiveness of interventions.3 In moderate to severe cases of
HIE, for infants born between 36 and 42 weeks’ gestation,
hypothermia is the standard clinical intervention,4 increasing like-
lihood of survival (reviewed in refs. 5,6) Hypothermia has been shown
to suppress apoptosis and inflammation after HIE.7–9 However, both
the efficacy and application of hypothermia is limited. Its effective-
ness falls drastically as the time between birth and initiation of
cooling increases and is less likely to produce observable
neuroprotection when pre-existing inflammation is present.10,11

The majority of studies examining cerebellar outcomes after
hypoxia–ischemia (HI) examined very early postnatal ages to

model premature injury.12–14 In the rodent, the first postnatal
week is a period of robust cell genesis and migration in the
cerebellum.15–17 Proliferation, migration, and refinement of
circuitry continues through the first two to three weeks in the
rodent, and through the first several months of postnatal
development in the human.18 This long developmental time
course is hypothesized to increase the vulnerability of the
cerebellum to disorders of development and perinatal brain
injury (reviewed in refs. 19,20) The most established model of
HIE in rodents is the Levine method, which consists of a
unilateral carotid artery ligation followed by hypoxia.21,22 This
approach produces an injury most obvious in the cerebral
hemisphere ipsilateral to the carotid artery ligation, where the
study of injury mechanisms has largely focused.23,24 Little is
known regarding the sensitivity of the cerebellum to
hypoxia–ischemia (HI), or its response to hypothermia with or
without inflammation.
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L1 is a member of the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily and a
cell adhesion molecule that directly regulates axon growth during
brain development.25–27 Our group has established that perinatal
insults can increase the distribution of L1 to lipid rafts in
developing the cerebellum, disrupting normal neurite outgrowth
and cerebellar function.28–30 Lipid rafts are highly organized
microdomains of the plasma membrane, composed of sphingo-
lipids and cholesterol in the outer exoplasmic leaflet, and bound
to phospholipids and cholesterol in the inner cytoplasmic leaflet
of the lipid bilayer.31 These dynamic microdomains are enriched
with signaling molecules and promote interactions of growth
factors and signaling pathways.25 Association of L1 with lipid rafts
is tightly restricted to specific phases of brain development. In
mouse cerebellum, L1 is detected in lipid rafts only between
postnatal days 3–28, comparable to 23 gestation weeks up to 11
years of age in humans.32,33 By adulthood, L1 is no longer
associated with lipid rafts at a detectable level.32 When L1
association with lipid rafts is dysregulated, L1 cannot guide neurite
elongation and migration of neuronal precursors.28 The develop-
mental regulation of L1 and its association with lipid rafts might
indicate when brain regions are vulnerable to injury.
Lipid rafts play a key role in signal transduction through the cell

membrane in most cell types. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a potent
inducer of an immune response. It is a structural component of
most gram-negative bacteria and its effects are mediated by its
interaction with toll-like receptor 4 (TLR-4).34,35 Activation of the
TLR-4 receptor causes its relocation to lipid rafts in macrophages
and glial cells, where inflammatory signal transduction pathways
are initiated.36,37 LPS-induced inflammation sensitizes HI brain
injury both acutely and after systemic indications of infections
have resolved38–40 and reduces the efficacy of hypothermia.10,41,42

Whether TLR-4 activation also influences the redistribution of L1 to
lipid rafts in developing neurons in the context of neonatal HI is
unknown. In the adult brain, focal stroke injury in the cerebrum
produces a reduction of blood and oxygen in the cerebellum
contralateral to the injured area of the cerebrum, a phenomenon
known as crossed-cerebellar diaschisis.43 Here, we examined the
effect of HI on L1 distribution in lipid rafts in the right (ipsilateral to
ligation) and left (contralateral to ligation) cerebellum in the P10
rat pup to model near-term or term birth.44 We hypothesized that
HI would disrupt L1 trafficking through lipid rafts in the
cerebellum of term equivalent rat pups. We further determined
the effect of inflammation and hypothermia. If inflammation
exacerbates the redistribution of L1 to lipid rafts in neurons or
changes the ability of hypothermia to normalize L1 distribution in
lipid rafts, this would suggest a mechanism by which inflamma-
tion changes the progression of HI and response to intervention.
Our results confirm that the ipsilateral cerebellum was more
robustly affected by HI, and that neither inflammation nor
hypothermia significantly changed L1 distribution in the right
cerebellum. These effects persisted for 72 h.

METHODS
Animals
All studies were approved by the University of Maryland School of
Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Timed pregnant

females arrived at the animal facility at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore where the dams were permitted to deliver naturally. All dams
were acquired from the Charles River. The day of birth was recorded and
considered postnatal day 1 (PN1). On PN7, pups were randomly assigned
to receive an intraperitoneal injection of LPS (200 mg/kg) or saline
(Fig. 1). On PN10, the dam and pups were weighed and randomly
assigned to experimental condition. Pups to be subjected to
hypoxia–ischemia (HI) were anesthetized with isoflurane. The right
carotid artery was isolated, ligated, and severed. Surgery times were 5
min or less. Sham-operated controls (Sham) were also anesthetized,
received a small incision and a suture. Sham-operated control pups did
not receive LPS or hypothermia. The carotid artery was not subject to
manipulation. All pups were permitted to recover in normothermic
conditions (37 °C) for 25 min. Following this recovery period, pups were
returned to the dam for 1 h. HI pups were then placed in jars for hypoxia.
Jars were placed in a water bath, each containing 1 or 2 pups. The jars
were sealed and 8% O2 (92% N2) was flushed through the jars for 1 h.
Sham-operated pups were removed from the dam for the same intervals
and maintained in normothermia and normoxia for these intervals. At
the end of hypoxia, pups were immediately placed in a large open jar at
room air in normothermia or hypothermia (32 °C). Hypothermia
commenced for 4 h. Following 4 h of hypothermia or normothermia,
pups remained in the normothermia condition for 1 h and were then
returned to the dam (Fig. 1). The number of pups in each group collected
at the 4 h post-HI timepoint was: Sham: 6 males, 4 females; HI: 6 males, 7
females; HI+ Hypo: 5 males, 5 females; LPS+ HI: 4 males, 6 females;
LPS+ HI+ Hypo: 4 males, 6 females. The number of pups in each group
collected 72 h after HI was: Sham: 3 males, 3 females; HI: 4 males, 3
females; HI+ Hypo: 3 males, 4 females; LPS+ HI: 3 males, 3 females;
LPS+ HI+ Hypo: 3 males, 3 females.

Tissue collection
The pups were decapitated, the cerebellum was collected and divided into
right and left sides immediately after hypothermia (4 h, Fig. 1) or 72 h after
the end of hypoxia. Cerebella were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.
At the time of tissue collection, each brain was judged for the severity of
injury with the following categories: 0 = nothing obvious; 1 = right
cerebral hemisphere smaller with no visible infarct; 2 = small visible infarct
in the right cerebral hemisphere; 3 = moderate infarct, comprising >50%
of the hemisphere; 4 = severe infarct, comprising >50% of the hemisphere.
Scores were recorded for tissue collected 72 h after HI only, as the injury is
not visible without histological analysis 4 h after HI.

Tissue preparation
Each cerebellum was homogenized in ice-cold Tris-buffered saline
containing 0.5% Triton X-100, 10 μM sodium vanadate, 2 μM aprotinin,
100 pM cypermethrin, phosphatase inhibitor cocktail I (Sigma-Aldrich),
and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail II (Sigma-Aldrich). Homogenates
were kept on ice for 30 min and then centrifuged at 13,000 × g for
10 min at 4 °C, and supernatants were collected. Protein was determined
using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA).

Lipid raft isolation
All procedures were carried out on the ice and all buffers were kept at 4 °C
for the duration of the procedure. One ml of supernatant was mixed with
an equal amount of 80% sucrose solution and placed in a 12ml
ultracentrifuge tube. A discontinuous 5-35-40% sucrose gradient was
formed by layering 4ml of 35% (w/v) sucrose solution on top of the 2ml
homogenate, followed by 4ml 5% (w/v) sucrose solution. The samples
were centrifuged at 180,000 × g for 24 h at 4 °C in a Beckman SW41 rotor.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental timeline. Timeline of experimental manipulations as they occurred relative to the onset of hypothermia (h 0).
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Ten 1ml fractions were collected from the top of each gradient. An aliquot
from each fraction was analyzed by immunoblot analysis for the presence
of GM1 ganglioside to determine fractions containing lipid rafts. All
fractions containing GM1 ganglioside were combined into a lipid raft pool.
All remaining fractions were combined in a non-lipid raft pool. The pools
were made equivolume and equal volumes were taken for immunoblot
analysis.

Antibodies and materials
Goat polyclonal anti-neural cell adhesion molecule L1 polyclonal
antibody to the cytoplasmic domain of L1 (anti-L1CD) was obtained
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Rabbit polyclonal
antibody to mouse IgG, and rabbit polyclonal antibody to mouse IgG (H
+ L) conjugated to hydrogen peroxidase were obtained from
Jackson Immuno-Research (West Grove, PA, USA). Horseradish perox-
idase (HRP)-conjugated cholera toxin B subunits (CTXB) were purchased
from Sigma.

Immunoblotting
Samples were mixed with lithium dodecyl sulfate sample buffer
(Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) and boiled for 5 min. Boiled samples
were electrophoresed in 4–15% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and then transferred to a polyvinylidene
difluoride membrane. The membranes were blocked for 1 h with 5%
nonfat milk and then incubated with a primary antibody overnight at 4 °C.
Blots were incubated in a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary
antibody against the primary at room temperature for 1 h. The blots were
developed using the enhanced chemiluminescence system (GE Healthcare,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) and visualized using Fluorchem HD2 imaging system
(Alpha Innotech, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Where indicated, membranes were
stripped and re-blotted for beta-actin to confirm equal loading.
Densitometry was performed using the NIH Image J program (National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) to quantitate optical density to
calculate the proportion of L1 in lipid rafts.

Statistical analysis
The proportion of L1 in the lipid raft pool was calculated as the pixels in
the western blot band for L1 in the lipid raft lane divided by the total pixels
in the L1 band of the lipid raft lane and the non-lipid raft lane (Fig. 2). For
each side of the cerebellum, one-way ANOVA was conducted to determine
the presence of between-group differences. A significant result was then
followed up by Tukey’s pairwise comparison. The Tukey inference of p <
0.05 was considered statistically significant. Paired samples t-tests were
used to compare the left and right cerebella within each experimental
group. The non-parametric Spearman’s rho correlation was used to
determine whether there was a relationship between the magnitude of
injury rankings and proportion of L1 in lipid rafts in tissue collected 72 h
after HI. We further analyzed the effect of time using independent t-tests
for each group.

RESULTS
Analysis of sex as a variable did not detect any differences or
interactions of sex at either the 4 or 72 h timepoint (largest F(1,24)=
2.25, p < 0.14). Therefore, results for males and females were
combined for statistical analysis.
At the initial timepoint (4 h after the end of hypoxia), one-way

ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of group in both the right,
F(4,49) = 76.131, p < 0.0001, and left sides of the cerebellum,
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Fig. 2 Representative immunoblot showing the altered distribu-
tion of L1 in lipid raft portions of CGN in the left and right halves
of the cerebellum 4 h after hypoxia (immediately after hypother-
mia). Due to limitations of the ultracentrifuge on preparing lipid
rafts, each immunoblot is limited to 3 animals. Shown here are male
animals treated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and hypoxia/ischemia
(HI) and hypothermia (Hypo), HI alone, or Sham control. Left and
right indicate samples from the left side or the right side of the
cerebellum. Lipid rafts (L) were isolated by low detergent extraction
and sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation. Fractions contain-
ing lipid rafts (L) were pooled as were the non-lipid raft fractions (N)
and equivolumes of the pools were run by SDS-gel electrophoresis
and immunoblotted for L1.
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Fig. 3 Hypoxia–ischemia (HI) leads to a redistribution of L1 cell adhesion molecule in lipid rafts in the cerebellum 4 h after hypoxia.
Shown is the mean ± SEM of the % L1CAM in lipid rafts in each of the 5 groups 4 h post-HI (immediately after hypothermia (HT) on both the
right (ipsilateral, a) and the left (contralateral, b) sides of the cerebellum. a Right side of cerebellum. There were significant differences
between the groups (1 way ANOVA p < 0.0001). There was a significant increase in the %L1CAM in lipid rafts in all treatment groups compared
to sham, *ps < 0.001). There was no significant difference between HI and any other treatment group, smallest p < 0.19. b Left side of
cerebellum. There was a significant difference between the 5 groups (1 way ANOVA p < 0.0001). The sham control was significantly less than all
treatment groups except HI+ Hypo (Sham vs HI, *p < 0.01; Sham vs LPS+ HI, **p < 0.001; **Sham vs LPS+HI+ Hypo, p < 0.001). The %L1CAM
in Lipid Rafts in LPS+ HI was significantly greater than in that of HI alone (**p < 0.001).
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F(4,49) = 17.29, p < 0.0001. HI significantly increased the propor-
tion of L1 in lipid rafts in both the right, p < 0.0001 (Fig. 3a), and
left, p < 0.018 (Fig. 3b), cerebellum compared to sham-operated
control pups (Fig. 3). In the right cerebellum, HI increased %L1
regardless of LPS or hypothermia (Hypo) in all groups compared
to the sham group, all ps < 0.0001. There were no significant
differences between HI+ Hypo and HI, p > 0.05, or LPS+ HI and
HI, p > 0.05. Hypothermia also did not significantly change the %
L1 in lipid rafts in pups treated with LPS (LPS+ HI vs LPS+ HI+
Hypo, p > 0.5). In the left cerebellum, hypothermia did not
significantly reduce %L1 in lipid rafts compared to HI alone, p >
0.05. The HI+ Hypo group also did not differ from sham controls,
p > 0.05. The %L1 in lipid rafts was highest in the LPS+ HI group,
and differed significantly from HI, ps < 0.0001. LPS+ HI and LPS+
HI+ Hypo did not significantly differ, p > 0.05. Together, these
results suggest a persistent effect of LPS administration on P7 that
was not reversed by hypothermia.
At 72 h following HI, significant group differences were

confirmed in both the right, F(4,27) = 7.23, p < 0.0001, and left
cerebellum, F(4,27) = 4.59, p < 0.006. The right cerebellum

continued to show a significant difference between sham controls
and all other treatment groups, ps < 0.007 (Fig. 4). There were no
significant differences between the HI-treated groups, all ps >
0.05. Thus, the effect of HI in the right cerebellum was persistent at
the 72 h timepoint, and not further modulated by either LPS or
hypothermia. The effect of LPS was persistent in the left
cerebellum. Both LPS+ HI and LPS+ HI+ Hypo significantly
differed from the sham control group, ps < 0.04. HI did not
significantly differ from the sham group, p > 0.05. The HI+ Hypo
group also did not differ from the sham control group, p > 0.05.
We did not detect a significant correlation between the injury
scores and the percent %L1 in lipid rafts, r=−0.204, p < 0.3.
Sample sizes did not permit analysis of changes in distribution
across injury scores by experimental group. Across all experi-
mental groups, 61% received an injury score of 2 or higher,
indicating an observable infarct at this timepoint.
Analysis of the right and left sides of the cerebellum at 4 h

confirmed that the sides did not differ in sham-operated controls,
t(10) = 0.61, p > 0.05 (Table 1). The %L1 in lipid rafts was
significantly higher in the right side than the left in all other
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Fig. 4 Hypoxia–ischemia (HI) leads to a redistribution of L1 cell adhesion molecule (L1CAM) in lipid rafts in the cerebellum 72 h after
hypoxia. Shown is the mean ± SEM of the % L1CAM in lipid rafts in each of the 5 treatment groups at 72 h post-HI on both the right
(ipsilateral, a) and the left (contralateral, b) sides of the cerebellum. a Right side of cerebellum. There were significant differences between the
groups (1 way ANOVA p < 0.0001). There was a significant increase in the %L1CAM in Lipid Rafts in all four groups subjected to HI compared to
sham (*ps < 0.007). There was no significant difference between any groups subjected to HI (p > 0.05). b Left side of cerebellum. There was a
significant difference between the groups (1 way ANOVA p < 0.006). The sham control was significantly less than both LPS+HI, p < 0.04, and
LPS+ HI+ Hypo, p < 0.003. The %L1CAM in lipid rafts was no longer significantly different between sham and HI, p < 0.08, or sham and HI+
Hypo, p > 0.05 (ns). There was no significant difference between any other treatment group (p > 0.05).

Table 1. Differences in the right and left side of the cerebellum.

Treatment group Right side Left side p-value Sidedness

Sham, 4 h 2.179091 2.270909 0.55 Same

Sham, 72 h 2.896 2.752857 0.88 Same

HI, 4 h 8.202308 3.257692 0.001 R > L

HI, 72 h 6.144286 4.324286 0.02 R > L

HI+HT, 4 h 7.282 2.867 0.001 R > L

HI+HT, 72 h 5.902857 4.007143 0.054 R > L

HI+ LPS, 4 h 8.546 4.773 0.001 R > L

HI+ LPS, 72 h 6.93 4.586667 0.003 R > L

HI+HT+ LPS, 4 h 7.486 3.9 0.001 R > L

HI+HT+ LPS, 72 h 6.41 5.261667 0.008 R > L

HI hypoxia–ischemia, HT hypothermia, LPS lipopolysaccharide.
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groups, smallest t(9) = 7.8, p < 0.0001. The same pattern of results
persisted at 72 h post-HI. The right and left sides did not differ in
the sham-operated group, t(5) = 0.15, p > 0.05. The %L1 in lipid
rafts in the right side was higher than that observed in the left in
all groups subjected to HI, regardless of LPS or hypothermia,
smallest t(6) = 2.3, p < 0.054.
The %L1 in lipid rafts increased between 4 and 72 h in both

sides of sham-operated pups, smallest t(15) = 2.58, p < 0.05
(Table 2), most likely due to the increase of L1 in lipid rafts at this
time of development.32 The %L1 in lipid rafts from the right
cerebellum decreased significantly at 72 h for all treatment
groups, although remaining significantly greater than sham (Fig. 4).
In contrast, the %L1 in lipid rafts from the left cerebellum
significantly increased at 72 h for all treatment groups with the
exception of HI+ LPS (Table 2). HI+ LPS was the only treatment
group that didn’t change between time 4 and 72 h.

DISCUSSION
Our study is the first to show that lipid raft composition in the
developing cerebellum is changed by HI. HI significantly increased
the %L1 in lipid rafts in both the left and right sides of the
cerebellum. Administration of LPS increased translocation of L1 to
lipid rafts persistently in the left cerebellum, but not significantly
above HI alone in the right, ipsilateral to the carotid artery ligation.
Similarly, hypothermia did not reverse translocation of L1 to lipid
rafts. Lipid rafts are a site of organized aggregation and interaction
for various molecules important for brain development and
cellular function.31 Organization of proteins within lipid rafts
facilitates critical protein interactions, influencing signaling path-
ways, neurite guidance and outgrowth, and cell modulation by
growth factors.32 Lipid rafts also anchor ion channels and synaptic
vesicle fusion proteins, influencing membrane properties and
neurotransmitter release.45 Translocation of L1 to lipid rafts is
tightly developmentally regulated, affecting migration and
integration of neurons in the developing brain.46 Disruption of
normal L1 traffic through lipid rafts contributes to poor neurite
outgrowth of cerebellar granule cells in models of various
developmental insults to the premature brain.28–30 Here, we
present evidence that neonatal HI also disrupts the normal
distribution of L1 within lipid rafts in the developing, term
equivalent cerebellum.
The observed difference in magnitude in L1 distribution

between the right and left cerebellum is not easily explained by
changes in blood flow to the cerebellum in this model of neonatal
HIE. Though blood flow is dramatically decreased in the cerebral
hemisphere ipsilateral to the carotid artery that is ligated, blood

flow is acutely increased in both hemispheres of the cerebel-
lum.47–49 Compensatory increases in blood flow in the contral-
ateral cerebral hemisphere have been documented, and
redistribution of blood flow correlates with better histological
outcomes.50 This suggests that increases in blood flow in the
contralateral cerebrum, and perhaps also the cerebellum, may be
protective.51 Injury in the cerebellum likely evolves as it does in
the cerebrum. Histological measures reveal a protracted loss of
cerebral volume in both the ipsilateral and contralateral hemi-
sphere detectable in late adolescence and adulthood in response
to HI (e.g., refs. 23,52,53). Similarly, cell death was observed in the
cerebellar hemisphere ipsilateral to the carotid artery ligation at
short post-HI intervals.54 At later timepoints, cell death and
metabolic dysregulation were evident in the contralateral
cerebellar hemisphere.14,54 The time course of cerebellar response
to cerebral injury in the neonate remains unclear, however, and
the pattern of cerebellar changes depends on the age at the time
of injury.55 The evolution of cerebellar injury over time is likely due
to its sensitivity to hypoxia13 as well as its ipsilateral and
contralateral connectivity to the cerebrum (e.g., refs. 56–59).
Studies of postmortem tissue and quantitative imaging analysis

in term infants with HIE suggest that cerebellar damage is likely
underestimated by qualitative imaging techniques.60–63 Quantita-
tive analysis of cerebellar growth found a normal trajectory of
cerebellar growth, but growth was less in infants with severe HIE,
particularly when injury included the basal ganglia.63 Detailed
analysis of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data also found evidence
of damage to white matter tracts passing through the cerebellar
peduncle.62 Postmortem histopathology studies in near-term and
term infants from whom apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) data
were collected antemortem found that ADC values were abnormal
in only severe cases of HIE, while histopathology confirmed
morphological abnormalities in Purkinje cells and neuroinflamma-
tion in the majority of infants examined.60 Given the role of the
cerebellum in motor, cognitive and emotional behavior (reviewed
in ref. 64) therapies that can safely augment the efficacy of
hypothermia in this late-developing brain region could significantly
improve functional outcomes in a range of domains. Whole-body
hypothermia is well established as an effective method against
mortality and cell death.4,11 Its effectiveness, however, falls
drastically as time between HI and initiation of cooling progresses,11

as well as time between HI and birth increases.10,11 It is becoming
increasingly clear that the most effective treatment for HIE is a
combination of whole-body hypothermia with pharmacological
treatments to target specifically vulnerable brain regions.5,65

Systemic LPS administration did not significantly increase L1
redistribution in the right, ischemic cerebellum above HI alone,

Table 2. Effect of time on L1 distribution in lipid rafts in the cerebellum.

Treatment group % L1 in LR, time 4 % L1 in LR, time 72 p-value Change with time

Sham, right 2.18 2.90 0.03 ↑

Sham, left 2.27 2.75 0.02 ↑

HI, right 8.20 6.14 0.002 ↓

HI, left 3.26 4.32 0.001 ↑

HI+HT, right 7.28 5.90 0.048 ↓

HI+HT, left 2.87 4.01 0.022 ↑

HI+ LPS, right 8.55 6.93 0.031 ↓

HI+ LPS, left 4.77 4.59 0.727 ↓

HI+HT+ LPS, right 7.49 6.41 0.022 ↓

HI+HT+ LPS, left 3.9 5.26 0.048 ↑

HI hypoxia–ischemia, HT hypothermia, LPS lipopolysaccharide.
“Up-arrow” indicates an increase with time.
“Down-arrow” indicates a decrease with time.
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but did lead to the most persistent elevation of L1 redistribution
to lipid rafts in the left cerebellum, irrespective of hypothermia.
LPS binding to its target receptor, TLR-4, induces translocation of
the receptor to lipid rafts. Reducing recruitment of TLR-4 to lipid
rafts decreases inflammation and magnitude of injury after stroke
in adult mice.66 Though we cannot conclude that LPS alone
increases L1 redistribution to lipid rafts due to our experimental
design, it is possible that in the developing brain, inflammation
both exacerbates injury and disrupts the normal development of
immature cells at the level of the lipid raft. Interventions that both
reduce inflammation and injury might enhance the therapeutic
efficacy of hypothermia. The polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA)
docosahexanoic acid (DHA) regulates the formation of lipid rafts
and augments the neuroprotective effects of hypothermia.45,67–74

DHA and hypothermia together reduce indices of lipid peroxida-
tion in urine and plasma in a piglet model of HI,75 which may lead
to stabilization of lipid rafts. The dependence of lipid raft integrity
on DHA and the augmentation of neuroprotection of hypothermia
with DHA suggest that lipid raft impairment may be a critical point
of intervention in HIE. Interestingly, DHA as well as other PUFAs
can reduce inflammation, specifically through their direct influ-
ence on TLR-4 ligand binding as well as modulation of down-
stream signaling pathways.76 Thus, dietary intake of PUFAs might
improve the efficacy of hypothermia even in the context of
inflammation, as well as promote proper lipid raft function with a
low risk of harm in the neonate. Future studies should consider
lipid raft integrity as a potential target for intervention.
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